PRESS RELEASE
JULY 2017: Codelocks Inc continues its wave of innovation with two new
affordable mechanical locks
The new easy-to-use CL50 and the CL160 are cost-effective solutions for light duty entry control
IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, 11 JULY 2017
Leading lock manufacturer Codelocks Inc. has introduced two new additions to its range of easy-to-install locks, with the
announcement of the CL50 and the CL160. The new locks follow a raft of product releases, as Codelocks Inc. continues
to invest heavily in research and development.
The CL50 and the CL160 are affordable mechanical push button locks that provide a comprehensive range of functions
for light duty entry control. The CL50 is a light duty mechanical push-button lock with tubular latch, while the CL160
provides the added benefit of on-the-door code changes and additional combinations, thanks to its 12-button keypad.
COMPACT CL50
A highly flexible addition to the Codelocks Inc. portfolio, the mini
mechanical lock is a latch bolt with ‘anti-shim’ plunge and is well
suited to low traffic uses. The small size of the lock makes it very
versatile, suiting a wide range of applications. There is a 10-button
keypad – nine buttons for code selection, offering over 500 possible
combinations, plus a ‘C’ button used to reset the chamber.
There are three choices of latch size and a ‘hold open’ function
allowing free entry when required without operating the code. The
lock is ideal for internal applications that require a smaller footprint.
Other key features include:
• Easy action internal lever
• Thumb turn handle
• Suits right or left hand hung doors
• Limited lifetime warranty
RETROFIT CL160
The CL160 provides simple and convenient control and
can easily be retrofitted to existing doors. The mechanical
lock provides two different coding methods – QuickCode
and EasyCode. The first allows for simple on-the-door code
changes and is ideally suited to applications where regular
code changes are required. The second requires the lock to
be removed, providing robust management control.
The lock has a 12-button keypad. Ten buttons are used for
code selection, with over 1,000 possible combinations; the
‘C’ button used to reset the chamber and the ‘A’ button can
be used to change the code. The lock is easy to install and
can be used to restrict access in residential properties and
commercial buildings.
Other key features include:
• Simple convenient control
• On door code change
• Suits right or left hand hung doors
• Suitable for internal and external applications
• Limited lifetime warranty
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“At Codelocks, we pride ourselves in offering the widest possible range of locks, covering the full spectrum of our
customers’ needs,” said Joey Dalessio, General Manager for the US. “The CL100 series of locks have been hugely
successful amongst our UK customer base; and both the CL160 and the CL50 are a welcome addition to our US portfolio.
The locks are well suited to a variety of applications and further demonstrate Codelocks’ commitment to servicing the
needs of the access control market.”
For more information on the new CL50 and CL160 visit:
http://www.codelocks.us/cl50/cl50-mortice-latch.html
http://www.codelocks.us/cl100/cl160-mortice-latch.html
ABOUT CODELOCKS
Codelocks designs and manufactures a wide range of innovative, standalone keyless door, locker and cabinet locks for
organisations that need to control access within their buildings. The product range includes stylish push-button mechanical
locks, digital electronic and wireless ‘smart’ locks that are easy to manage and can be operated using a keypad, card and
smartphone. Convenience is at the heart of all of Codelocks’ products. Our user-friendly approach enables building and
facilities managers to have complete control over who is entering and exiting. The locks are cost-effective, easy to fit and
programme, can be retrofitted and do not require complex wiring or external power. We offer full access to expert technical
advice and customer support.
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